IBM Smarter Care: Impact at the point of care

Enabling holistic, individualized care to improve outcomes and reduce costs
Introduction
Healthcare is in crisis. Globally, aging populations combined with a steady rise in the incidence of chronic diseases have led to healthcare spending that consumes an ever-increasing portion of the world economy. Solutions have been researched and debated for decades, and many health organizations are in the midst of transforming into more coordinated, efficient and purposeful care delivery systems. But the healthcare industry cannot solve the world’s health problems alone.

Healthcare is not the only factor that plays a role in a person’s health status. Genetics, health-related behaviors and social and environmental factors also contribute to the health of individuals and entire populations. Combating the escalating crisis in healthcare spending and making substantial improvements in the health and vitality of people around the world both require much broader coordinated efforts by many systems and stakeholders.

Smarter Care
Health and social care systems are interdependent and each critically affects the other. Yet, a complex matrix of public and private stakeholders dedicated to the health and well-being of individuals still operates largely within silos. They provide separate types of intervention, often with competing objectives and insufficient regard for the outcomes.

As the world grows more instrumented and interconnected, the volume and velocity of data available increases dramatically. As a result, new opportunities arise for observing, analyzing and coordinating the connection between social determinants, clinical factors and lifestyle choices. The ability to transcend these traditional boundaries and work toward the common goal of holistic and individual care is called Smarter Care.

Collaborative innovation is happening in pockets around the globe. The world is now at the cusp of creating a type of “system of systems,” in which private and public stakeholders are coming together to coordinate resources at unprecedented levels. These stakeholders span industries, governments, cities and communities.

Smarter Care in action
The Camden Coalition of Healthcare Providers uses big data to pinpoint “hot spots,” or places with a high density of people with complex medical, social and behavioral needs. The coalition analyzed medical records from three major hospitals in Camden, NJ, from 2002-2011. The coalition found that just 1 percent of the city’s patients generated 30 percent of emergency department expenses and that 20 percent of patients were responsible for 90 percent of emergency department costs. By providing and coordinating the medical care and social services these patients needed, the coalition has been able, in some cases, to reduce the cost of their care by almost half.

Another hot spot that exemplifies the collaboration that is possible in a community is on the west side of Saskatoon, which has:

- The highest rate of new HIV cases in Canada
- Higher than average rates of diabetes, depression, addiction, sexually transmitted diseases and hepatitis C
- An alarming rate of infant mortality
To meet the needs of the community, “Station 20 West,” a $20 million project was launched, which combines:

- Affordable housing
- A library
- Medical offices that include a student-run clinic that welcomes patients after hours and on Saturdays
- A grocery store focused on healthy food.5

The Castlefields Health Centre in Northern England is taking a more integrated approach to health and social care for the elderly. A district nurse works with a social worker to identify and provide supportive care in a program that has reduced hospital admissions of patients aged 65 and older by 14 percent. This program has also significantly lowered the average length of stay for those elderly patients who cannot avoid hospitalization.6

**Data-driven insights**

What is different today is the use of data from new and diverse sources, which helps pinpoint opportunities in a population to transform care for the individuals with the greatest needs. Being able to capture, manage and use all forms of data from all relevant sources is what enables the types of personalized insights and care that can make a difference.

Leaders in health and social care are working to improve well-being in their communities and to operate with greater financial efficiency. Health insurer WellPoint has pioneered the use of cognitive computing systems and evidence-based medicine to improve cancer diagnosis and encourage care collaboration in its provider network. Memorial Sloan Kettering is using cognitive capabilities to help oncologists make more informed, evidence-based treatment decisions with their patients.

Developmental Services Ontario, a network of agencies that helps adults with developmental disabilities, relies on more sustainable, community-based support and individualized care plans to improve the health and well-being of individuals.

These organizations and other innovators are focusing on the individual to understand each person’s context and also the population they serve. They are using new and existing data sources and analytic innovations to uncover valuable insights into lifestyle choices, social determinants and clinical factors. With these insights, they are able to create a more holistic view of the individual and their unique requirements. As a result, they can provide more coordinated and efficient care and advanced care management with a deeper level of engagement that can improve outcomes and lower costs.

**Better care at lower cost**

In Europe, the rise in chronic disease in an aging population is consuming an ever-increasing share of healthcare resources. To stem the tide, one healthcare provider in southern Europe is piloting a new program for complex chronic disease management to support elderly patients with multiple chronic illnesses. The system will help nurses, physicians, specialists and social workers coordinate their efforts to provide holistic and individualized in-home support to individuals. The objective of the system is to improve adherence to care programs, quality of life and satisfaction with the healthcare system, all while reducing costs.

A key to the program is the creation of a customized care plan for each individual. A 360-degree view of the clinical and functional information collected from the primary care physician, acute care practitioners, labs and other departments informs the plan. This information was previously segregated in more than 20 different databases and many custom and commercial applications.
Creating communities of care
Health and social care systems are being recast through new business and financial models with new partnerships and relationships. For example, governments are focusing on achieving better outcomes and lowering costs in both social programs and healthcare. Employers are offering incentives, education and health benefits programs to help employees make healthier lifestyle choices and improve their overall health and wellness.

Such efforts must be aligned to create stronger communities of care that share common priorities. Based on experience with a vast number of client engagements in care industries, IBM has identified a common set of drivers of quality care that are enabling more successful outcomes for individuals and stakeholders worldwide, including:

- **Intervention.** Identifying and influencing populations and recognizing intervention opportunities
- **Knowledge.** Driving evidence-based and standardized care planning
- **Collaboration.** Assessing and engaging individuals and stakeholders for the creation of individualized care plans
- **Coordination.** Delivering care and monitoring progress based on clinical and social requirements
- **Learning.** Applying new insights from interactions and outcomes to enable continuous transformation

No matter where care originates, communities of care must be able to identify the interdependencies between health and outcomes and between surrounding social care systems and community support structures. And, they must exploit all care-related data to uncover clinical and social insights that can be woven into all aspects of care, even when the data is from multiple disconnected sources.

The continuum of care
With context-based insights from social and clinical analysis, care professionals can segment populations by risk profiles (Figure 1), inform care approaches for individuals and proactively manage finite care resources faster and more efficiently. The result is improved outcomes. Identifying specific risk factors for individuals can guide better decision-making at every stage along the continuum of care. Such insights allow for:

- Preventive measures, such as vaccination programs or wellness promotions, and early intervention initiatives
- Routine screenings that can predict disease onset
- Education and incentives that encourage healthy lifestyle choices to help control risks
Smarter Care can help organizations in care-related industries improve health and wellness outcomes for their constituents, while strengthening their own financial performance. Enabled by new technologies, organizations in systems of care are crossing boundaries to share and advance common goals centered on the individual. Taking a holistic approach makes it possible to deliver efficient, integrated services and individualized care that can improve outcomes, lower costs and drive wellness and community vitality.
Smarter Care enables organizations to:

- Synthesize knowledge and analyze large, complex care-related data sets to identify those at risk.
- Manage information that spans multiple stakeholders, including wellness, health and social care organizations.
- Deliver proactive, individualized care that eliminates unnecessary and preventable inpatient hospital admissions and readmissions.
- Highlight the most effective evidence-based care protocols for greater economic value and reduced waste.
- Collaborate over boundaries, including organizational, bureaucratic and technological, to enable individual and population health.
- Provide coordinated care to individuals as citizens, patients and consumers.

Keeping PACE

Singapore's population of 5.5 million people is among the fastest aging in the world today. In August 2011, a three-year demonstration project called the Singapura Programme for All Inclusive Care of Elders (SingaPACE) launched to evaluate the impact of integrated home and community-based care intervention on older adults. Its goal is to avoid hospitalization and improve quality of life. A collaboration of the Tsao Foundation, Singapore General Hospital and Alexandra Hospital, the program provides comprehensive medical, nursing, health, nutrition and social programs for the frail elderly in Bukit Merah, including a day healthcare center and home care services. Transportation to and from the day healthcare center is provided.

The three-year study will measure the following variables for individuals in the program against standard care for elders who are eligible for but decline nursing home placement:

- Hospital admissions because of accident or emergency
- Admission for acute care
- First admission to residential nursing care
- Patient satisfaction
- Caregiver burden

Results from the study will be published on clinicaltrials.gov.7
Conclusion

Improving the way health and social care systems work is not an abstract aspiration but an increasingly urgent imperative. Around the globe, businesses, governments, cities and others can work better together to create communities of care. Taking a Smarter Care approach facilitates the implementation of new business and financial models for the global care industry. These models focus on the critical interdependency between:

- Governments
- Social program agencies
- Medical practitioners
- Hospitals and other healthcare providers
- Insurers
- Employers
- Life sciences companies
- Medical devices and diagnostics companies
- An increasing number of other individuals, groups and organizations

IBM helps these stakeholders collaborate to uncover valuable insights into social determinants, lifestyle choices and clinical factors. These insights can be applied to developing a holistic approach to individual and community care.

Leading, innovative organizations are acting now to redefine the value they bring to their markets, partners and stakeholders. And, technology is enabling their transformation. Data-driven insights and comprehensive population analysis are enabling smarter individual care plans that are coordinated between health and social care systems. These technological advances can lead to improved individual outcomes and population health, all of which are critical factors in economic and social progress.

Why IBM?

The demographic challenges of the 21st century demand that businesses, governments, cities and communities articulate a vision, use fact-based decision-making and act with purpose to improve the health and well-being of individuals. For more than 100 years, IBM has been helping healthcare and public sector organizations achieve their goals. IBM has the experience to engage and convene leaders and foster collaboration that crosses all boundaries, all in an effort to meet tomorrow's challenges through relentless innovation.

IBM has deep expertise in managing and integrating complex systems, and IBM specialists have broad subject matter experience in life sciences, bioinformatics, social care and healthcare. By bringing these together, IBM is enabling a foundation for transforming 21st century care systems. IBM has completed more than 3,000 transformation initiatives, ranging from small hospitals to national healthcare projects, and holds more than 500 patents in analytics and more than 600 in healthcare. IBM has worked with social program agencies in 70 countries and has solutions for social program management and health and social care coordination that were designed by health and social care professionals. IBM supports collaboration between the clinical and social worlds. And, IBM® Watson™ cognitive computing capabilities, hypothesis generation and evidence-based learning can support medical professionals in decision making.
For more information
To learn more about Smarter Care, contact your IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or go to ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/smarter_care/overview/


7 Evaluation of the Singapura Program of All Inclusive Care for the Elderly (SingaPACE) Demonstration Project, ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01568801. Available at: http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT01568801
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